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contextualism in mosque architecture: bridging the social ... - contextualism in mosque architecture:
bridging the social and political divide 183 | journal of islamic architecture, 4(4) december 2017 of the tide of
ideas. mosques in europe why a solution has become a problem - 11 why italian mosques are inflaming
the social and political debate 269 maria bombardieri 12 old and new mosques in greece: a new debate
haunted by history 300 mosque & islamic cultural centre - pureportalrath - a mosque and a cultural
centre that encompass religious, social, cultural, and educational activities. the the objectives of the program
were to provide an architectural setting where muslims can perform the prayers, designing mosques for
secular congregations ... - mosque as a social space in turkey serpil Özaloglu meltem Ö. gürel this study
examines contemporary meanings and uses of the mosque in turkey by arguing that productive architectural
plans require understanding both the socio-historical development of the mosque and the socio-political
transformations that have led to the mosque’s current position in society. mosque space is ... space &
architecture contemporary mosque architecture - contemporary mosque architecture architecture can
be regarded as an ex-pression of culture, giving clues as to who we are and embodying our con-cerns. for
example, religious buildings may be seen as reflections of spiritual and social concerns and skyscrapers as
symbols of corporate power. the mosque is islam’s most emblematic building. my focus here is on the
architecture of the mosque ... mosque as monument: the afterlives of jama masjid and the ... interesting political act – the closure of a mosque. usually, mosques in india are used for mobilizing muslims
for socio-religious and even political activities. mosque & islamic cultural centre - a mosque and a cultural
centre that encompass religious, social, cultural, and educational activities. the the objectives of the program
were to provide an architectural setting where muslims can perform the prayers, the cultural and
architectural heritage of the banten ... - unique creation of the architecture of the bgm in an area where
religious, social and political activities have been upheld since the reign of the sultanate of banten until today.
the grand mosque of banten is listed as one of the ancient mosques in indonesia, dating from 1552, built by
sultan maulana hasanud-din, the first sultan of banten, during the time of the spread of islam. the research ...
islamic influence on the architecture of the malay world - islamic influence on the architecture of the
malay world presented by assoc. prof. datin ar. norwina mohd. nawawi department of architecture kulliyyah of
architecture and environmental design architectural conservation of the mosque - architectural historic
preservation has been used as a means to express or represent national, islamic and even ethnic identity, and
often this is linked to tourism or used to serve political ends, particularly in nation international journal of
built environment and sustainability - contextual factors like social and political culture during the design
process of the mosque as documented in design reports as well as reveal the final design of the mosque
(ismail, 2008). space & architecture mosque design - universiteit leiden - space & architecture eric
roose mosque design in the netherlands concurrent with intense public discus- sion regarding the ideal manner
of so-cial integration of muslisms into dutch society is a heated architectural debate about mosque design.
muslims in the netherlands are recognized as members of individual ethnic or culture groups, with surinamese,
moluccan, turkish, and moroccan muslims ... wakfs in kavala, greece: a legal, political and ... - mosque,
schools of learning (medrese), a hospital, a library and a traveler's hostel, mostly situated at the center of the
city (acun, 2002). the core area of the center was also the emerging mosque architecture - international
journal of ... - have hampered the conservation and development of mosque architectural and islamic
culture. to reverse this trend, development of mosques as islamic cultural and community development centre,
incorporation of salient features of islamic culture into local planning and building codes as well as in school
syllabus and networking with domestic and international organisations working for local ...
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